This paper presents bRol, the first fully automatic system to be developed for the parsing of syntactic and semantic dependencies in Basque. The parser has been built according to the settings established for the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task (Hajič et al., 2009) , therefore, bRol can be thought of as a standard parser with scores comparable to the ones reported in the shared task. A second-order graphbased MATE parser has been used as the syntactic dependency parser. The semantic model, on the other hand, uses the traditional four-stage SRL pipeline.
Introduction
Since 1999 The Conference on Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) has been holding shared tasks focusing around different topics which concern human language processing. The CoNLL Shared Task aims to evaluate such applications in a standard setting, and to establish, as a result, the evaluation measures according to which these systems are evaluated and compared with one another.
In 2009 participants had to choose between two tasks: the joint parsing of syntactic and semantic dependencies or a SRL-only task. In both cases dependencies had to be parsed for propositions centered around verbal and, in some cases, nominal predicates in seven different languages (Catalan, Chinese, Czech, English, German, Japanese and Spanish). The representation used to perform and evaluate SRL was a dependency-based representation for both the syntactic and the semantic dependencies. Our focus is on the parsing of syntactic and semantic dependencies for Basque. In addition to describing our parser and presenting our results we also attempt to make a correct reading of these by taking into account the morphological and typological nature of Basque.
bRol is implemented as a sequence of five cascaded subtasks: Syntactic parsing (D), predicate identification (PI), predicate classification (PC), argument identification (AI) and argument classification (AC). Additionally, a post-process method is performed in order to relabel the duplicated role labels that may be assigned to predicate arguments in the AC subtask. Each of these subtasks is addressed by using a separate component with no backwards feedback between them.
Section 2 lists the resources used, section 3 and 4 describe the syntactic submodel and the semantic submodel, respectively. Results are shown in section 5 and section 6 presents our conclusions.
Resources
In order to develop bRol, the Basque corpus EPEC, also known as the Basque PropBank, is used (Aldezabal et al., 2010) . EPEC is a corpus of text annotated with information about basic semantic propositions. Predicate-argument relations were added to the syntactic trees in the corpus using the Basque Verb Index (BVI) verb lexicon, also known as the Basque VerbNet (Aldezabal et al., 2013) . Each entry in BVI is linked to the corresponding verb entry in well-known resources such as PropBank, VerbNet, WordNet and the Levin classes. A Basque NomBank, which has not been developed yet, is necessary in order to build a parser capable of labeling arguments for nominal predicates.
The EPEC Corpus
One half of the text contained in EPEC was extracted from the Statistical Corpus of 20th Century Basque. The other half was extracted from newspaper extracts from the Euskaldunon Egunkaria, the only daily newspaper written entirely in Basque.
Syntax is annotated following the dependencybased formalism used in the Prague Dependency Treebank and the syntactic tag set consists of 30 different labels. Regarding semantic arguments we distinguish A0, A1, A2, A3, A4 and AM, which corresponds to adjuncts. There are 12 different types of adjuncts. Some other features of the corpus are: (1) the number of different verbs is 1,242; (2) there are 10,379 sentences and 161,812 tokens; (3) the language variety is the standard variety of Basque; and (4) all preprocessing steps (e.g. lemmatization) and the annotations of linguistic features (PoS, syntax, SRL, etc) in the corpus are manual.
Statistics on our data can be seen and compared to the ones in the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task in tables 1, 2 and 3. These statistics reflect several key features of the addressed languages, such as the degree of inflectionality, as well as features related to the annotation specification and conventions used.
The BVI Verb Lexicon
The Basque Verb Index (BVI) was created manually. Initially, it contained the verbs in the Database for Basque Verbs (EADB) proposed in (Aldezabal, 2004) , an in-depth study of 100 verbs selected from the 622 that occur in the Statistical Corpus of 20th Century Basque. When EPEC was built BVI was extended from the initial 100 verbs to 243 verbs. These verbs are the ones with a minimum of 30 occurrences in the corpus.
Syntactic Dependency Parsing
The two main approaches to dependency parsing are transition-based dependency parsing (Nivre, 2003) and Maximum Spanning Tree-based dependency parsing . Our system uses MATE (Bohnet, 2010) , a Maximum Spanning Tree-based dependency parser (also known as graph-based or MST-based). In MST-based dependency parsing the directed graph G x = (V x , E x ) is defined for each sentence x where
That is, G x is a graph where all the words and the root symbol are vertices and there is a directed edge between every pair of words and from the root symbol to every word. Dependency trees for x and spanning trees for G x coincide, since both kinds of trees are required to reach all the words in the sentence. Therefore, finding the dependency tree of highest score is equivalent to finding the maximum spanning tree in G x rooted in the root .
The MATE parser used in bRol consists of the second-order parsing algorithm described in (Carreras, 2007) , the non-projective approximation algorithm in used to handle non-projective dependency trees, the passive-aggressive SVM algorithm and a feature extraction component. The second-order algorithm has a complexity of O(n 4 ).
Non-projectivity
The total number of syntactic links in the training set of EPEC is 108,003 and out of these 2224 (2.06%) are non-projective. The number of sentences that contain at least one non-projective link is 1078, which constitute 15.5% of the sentences in the training set. These values are higher than the values reported for non-projectivity in, for example, the training set of English for the CoNLL-2009 shared task (0.4% of non-projective links and 7.6% sentences with at least one non-projective link).
According to (Johansson and Nugues, 2008 ) non-projectivity cannot be handled by span-based dynamic programming algorithms. Normally, the Chu-Liu/Edmonds algorithm (Chu and Liu, 1965) is used to find the highest scoring non-projective spanning tree in directed graphs; nevertheless, this algorithm cannot be extended to the second order and for this reason MATE uses the Non-Projective Approximation Algorithm in .
Features
In order to select the features for the syntactic dependency parser we took into account that Basque, on the contrary to English, Chinese, Spanish and Catalan, is a morphologically rich language (MRL) that exhibits a high degree of inflectional and derivational morphology. It is stated in (Nilsson et al., 2007) that the use of state-of-theart parsers for non-inflecting languages like English does not reach similar performance levels when labeling MRLs like Basque. To overcome this difference, morphological information is normally used as a feature for parsing languages.
Based on the results reported in we selected the following features from the ones annotated in EPEC: (1) declension case; (2) number; (3) type of subordinate sentence.
Semantic Dependency Parsing
From the sequence of five cascaded subtasks mentioned in section 1, all but the first form the semantic dependency parsing module (PI+PC+AI+AC). In addition, a post-process method is used to relabel duplicate roles.
First, verbal predicates are identified (PI) by examining every word in a sentence. Then, a certain roleset-ID is assigned to the words that have been marked as predicates (PC). Next, target arguments are discovered for the predicate(s) in a sentence (AI). Finally, the words that have been targeted as arguments are assigned a semantic role label by the default classifier (AC). Duplicated roles are relabeled using an Integer Linear Programming-based method (ILP post-process).
Classifiers: The classifiers used in the fourstage SRL pipeline of bRol are Support Vector Machine classifiers implemented using the SVMlight and SVM-multiclass packages (Joachims, 1999) . The SVM-light package is used for binary classification (e.g. PI); the SVM-multiclass package, on the other hand, is used for multi-class problems (e.g. PC). The type of kernel function used is linear and the trade-off between training error and margin is computed through the avg(x * x) −1 formula.
For the argument classification a maximum entropy classifier implemented with the MEGA package (Daumé III, 2004 ) is used. The specified minimum change in perplexity for the classifier is -99999 and the precision of the Gaussian prior is 1. The reason not to use a Support Vector Machine classifier for argument classification is motivated by the fact that standard SVM classifiers do not produce the posterior probability values (P (class|input)) that are needed, in our case, for the ILP post-process method (Platt et al., 1999) .
Feature Selection: In order to select useful features for semantic dependency parsing we initially studied the features that were used by the participants in the the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task. Additionally, we also took into account the features that we proved to be useful for the classification of arguments in Basque (Salaberri et al., 2014) . We then followed a Leave-One-Out (LOO) procedure to determine the impact that each individual feature had in each semantic subtask. This procedure evaluated the value of each feature that had been initially considered by iteratively removing the information relative to that feature and by then training the classifier with the rest of features.
Predicate Identification (PI)
We have treated the predicate identification subtask as a binary classification problem. Every word in a sentence is viewed as a candidate to be a predicate (punctuation marks are previously excluded from the candidates list for obvious reasons). For each candidate word a set of features is extracted. The following is the list of the features used:
WORD Lex, WORD Lemma, WORD PoS, WORD SubPoS, WORD DepRel, HEAD Lex, HEAD Lemma, HEAD PoS, HEAD SubPoS, CHILD DependRel Set, CHILD Lemma Set, CHILD Lex Set.
Predicate Classification (PC)
After identifying the predicates from the list of candidate words, a roleset-ID is assigned to these predicates. For this purpose a single multiclass classifier is trained for all the predicates that have multiple senses (roleset-IDs). From the 243 different predicates in our training set 80 have multiple senses and 163 have a single sense. The following list shows the features that have been used: PRED Lex, PRED Lemma, PRED PoS, PRED SubPoS, PRED DepRel, PRED DecCas, HEAD Lex, HEAD Lemma, HEAD PoS, HEAD SubPoS, CHILD DependRel Set, CHILD Lemma Set, CHILD Lex Set.
Handling "new" Predicates
We stated in section 2 that predicate-argument relations were added to the syntactic trees in the EPEC corpus using the BVI verb lexicon. The number of different verbs that can be found in EPEC is 1,242 and the number of verbs in the BVI verb lexicon is 243 as stated in section 2. These values indicate that 999 verbs in the corpus have no manually labeled predicate-argument relations. As a result bRol, which uses EPEC as a training corpus, would only be capable of assigning a Table 3 : Unigram probability is shown for the five most frequent APRED labels in the training data of the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task and in the training data from the EPEC corpus. Total is the probability mass covered by the five argument labels shown.
roleset-ID and consequently semantic role labels to instances of the 243 verbs in the lexicon.
We decided to add a translation component (TC) to the PC problem. The TC is used to assign a roleset-ID to instances of the 999 predicates, or any other new verb predicate, that is not mapped in BVI. By using this component we achieve an increase in number of predicate-argument relations that are labeled by bRol. The relations labeled as a result of the TC can not be compared to any manual annotation; therefore, the performance of the TC can not be evaluated. Nevertheless, we believe that the TC is able to correctly label many predicate-argument relations, since these relations correspond to predicates that have less than 30 occurrences in the corpus (usually, these infrequent verbs have only one roleset-ID in PropBank).
The translation component is implemented using the Basque-to-English Elhuyar Hiztegia dictionary and PropBank. When a word that has been targeted as a predicate at the PI stage is handed over to the PC stage, bRol checks whether or not this predicate is present in the lexicon. If the predicate can not be found, it is delivered to the TC.
The translation component operates in the following way: first the predicate is translated into English; then the translation is looked for in PropBank (PB). If the translation can be found as a PropBank frame, the first roleset-ID mapped for this frame is assigned to the original predicate. If not, the original predicate will not be assigned a roleset-ID and consequently its arguments will not be labeled. Figure 1 illustrates the PC pipeline.
Argument Identification (AI)
After the PC subtask is completed and predicates are assigned a roleset-ID sentences are handed to the AI module. bRol performs argument identification based on a high precision heuristic. Every word in a sentence is treated as a candidate to be an argument for each semantic predicate (in the sentence).
Our heuristic uses information such as the predicted PoS tag, the syntactic head (HEAD) and dependency relation to the head (DEPREL) in order to determine if word w i is an argument for predicate P j . More precisely, if word w i 's head is predicate P j and the dependency relation is not labeled as auxmod (auxiliary), haos (component of a multiword lexical unit), postos (component of a multiword postposition), entios (component of a multiword entity) or PUNC (punctuation), then, w i is considered to be an argument of P j but only if P j 's PoS tag is not ADK (phrasal verb). We came up with the optimal argument identification heuristic after several train-test runs.
We performed several experiments in order to determine which approach, the machine learningbased or the heuristic-based, would prove to be the best for AI. We concluded the heuristic-based approach to be the best; in addition to a slightly higher performance, the running time is reduced thanks to the fact that there is no need for a feature extraction component (these are usually the most time-consuming components in ML-based systems).
Argument Classification (AC)
When predicate argument identification by the AI component has been completed the arguments that have been identified are handed over to the AC component. Our system treats argument classification as a multi-class classification problem; the machine-learning method used in this stage is maximum entropy. The model gives every argument a probability to take each semantic role and the one with the highest value is assigned to the argument. The features used are shown in the following list:
PRED Roleset, PRED Lemma, ARG Lemma, ARG PoS, ARG SubPoS, ARG DependRel, ARG DecCas.
The Post-process Method
Before the final semantic role labeling result is generated, a post-process similar to the one described in (Che et al., 2008 ) is performed. The arguments corresponding to the same predicate which have been labeled with the same core argument label by the AC component are relabeled through a Integer Linear Programmingbased method (ILP).
In some languages, as for example English, the possibility to have duplicated roles exists. Statistics show that most roles usually appear only once for a predicate; nevertheless, some rare cases exist. Before starting with the development of bRol we examined the verbs in our lexicon one by one; we did not find any duplicated roles.
Our system uses the probabilities given by the maximum entropy model in the AC component in order to perform the relabeling process. For every set of arguments which have been assigned a label that is duplicated for the predicate we maximize the objective function
where v ir is a binary variable indicating whether the argument indexed i (token ID) is assigned role r ∈ R or not (where R is the set of role labels). p ir , on the other hand, denotes the probability of the argument indexed i to be labeled as label r.
We establish a No Duplicated Roles constraint and when the process is finished we obtain the optimal labeling for each predicate from the assignments to v ir . 
Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of bRol we have run the scorer function from the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task (eval09.pl) on our test set. As of today there is no other Basque corpus than EPEC manually annotated with syntactic and semantic dependencies. For this reason the only available test set that can be used for evaluation is the one extracted from this corpus; thus, the only evaluation that can be made is an in-domain evaluation. Table 4 shows the results obtained by our parser and the results reported by the participants in the Joint Task of the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task (indomain, closed challenge). The results in the table correspond to the systems that, according to the language, performed best with respect to the official evaluation measures.
Syntactic Dependency Parsing
The Labeled Attachment Score (LAS) is defined as the percentage of tokens for which a parser has predicted the correct syntactic head and dependency relation. Our parser has a LAS of 80.51 points. If we compare our score with the ones reported for the other seven languages in table 4, our LAS is more than one point better than the score reported for Chinese (79.17) and 0.13 points better than the score reported for Czech (80.38). On the opposite site, our LAS is almost twelve points lower than the score reported for Japanese (92.57), nine points lower than the score reported for English (89.88) and almost seven points lower than the scores reported for Catalan (87.86), Spanish (87.64) and German (87.48) .
We believe that several linguistic and datarelated factors need to be addressed in order to correctly interpret this result. Linguistically speaking, we must bear in mind that, in general, the syntactic parsing results reported for morphologically rich languages (MRL) like Basque, despite the use of morphological features, do not reach the performance levels of languages like English. In the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task, for instance (see  table 4 ), Czech and German, which are MRLs, get worse results than English, Spanish and Catalan, which are not MRLs. In our opinion the outstanding LAS score obtained by Japanese (92.57), which has an agglutinating morphology, is the result of having a DEPREL set of just five different labels (see tables 1 and 2). Chinese, on the other hand, which has a poor morphology, presents the worst labeled attachment score (79.17); we believe this score to be a result of the typological nature of Chinese; namely, that Chinese presents an isolating morphology, e.g. that each morpheme corresponds to an independent word or semantic unit and that therefore there is hardly any overt morphology. In fact, according to (Seddah et al., 2013) languages which are typologically farthest from English, such as Semitic and Asian languages, are still among the hardest to parse, regardless of the parsing method used.
In addition to the previously mentioned, another key factor in order to correctly interpret the LAS obtained by bRol is the free word order displayed by Basque syntax in combination with its rich morphology. As a matter of fact, (Donelaicio et al., 2013) state that it has been observed that richly inflected languages, which often also exhibit relatively free word order, obtain lower parsing accuracy, especially compared to English.
Semantic Dependency Parsing
bRol has a Semantic Labeled F 1 score of 75.10 points. The exact definition of how the Semantic Labeled F 1 score is computed can be seen in (Hajič et al., 2009 ) (section 2). As may be noticed in table 4, our result is two points lower than the result reported for Chinese (77.15), which is the language with the lowest Semantic Labeled F 1 score among the ones in CoNLL-2009. We believe that the distribution of the APRED labels in our training data (see table 3 ) and other characteristics such as the number of PoS types or the number of FEAT types (see table 1) do not constitute any added difficulty when compared to the distribution and the characteristics in the other languages. In our opinion the only reason for this result in Basque, which compared to the results for the other seven languages can be understood as low or at least not average, is that the size of our training set is very reduced. In fact, the number of sentences in our training set is 6,941 and the number of tokens is 108,003. If we compare these to the average sentence and token number in the rest of the training sets (24,032 sentences and 542,678 tokens) we find that the number of sentences is 71.1% smaller and the number of tokens is 80.1% smaller in our training set.
Next we present the results for bRol through the four-stage SRL pipeline (see The semantic subtask with the best F 1 score is predicate identification (87.50), followed by predicate classification (79.82) and argument identification (78.80). Argument classification, on the other hand, gets the lowest F 1 score (77.50). In our opinion, these results are highly dependent on the complexity of the subtask itself. In fact, PI is a binary classification problem, whereas PC and AC are multiclass classification problems.
Another way to approach the PC subtask would be by training a separate classifier for each predicate with multiple senses, as in (Che et al., 2008) . Nevertheless, we decided not to implement bRol using separate PC classifiers for two reasons: (1) The size of our training set is too limited for this approach to be effective: we have 11,740 predicate instances and 8,166 correspond to the 80 verbs with multiple senses (69.55%). Thus, the average number of instances available for training each separate classifier is 102. We consider this amount to be too small. (2) We consider that the PRED Lemma feature used to train our single PC classifier is given enough weight by the learning algorithm when training the classifier. We understand that operations where roleset-ID A i of predicate A is assigned to predicate B are avoided.
Overall Result
In order to compute the overall result of our parser, the syntactic and semantic measures (LAS and Semantic Labeled F 1 score) are combined into one global measure using Macro Averaging. The exact way in which this is achieved can be found in (Hajič et al., 2009 ) (section 2). The Macro F 1 score of bRol is 77.80. If we compare our score to the Macro F 1 scores reported in CoNLL-2009 (see  table 4 ), we find out that our parser performs 1.42 points better than the result reported for Chinese. As opposed to this, bRol has a performance of about five Macro F 1 points lower than the results reported for Catalan, Spanish, Czech and German; eight points lower than the results reported for Japanese, and ten points lower than the results reported for English. Although the performance that our parser would have in an out-of-domain setup can not be evaluated, we believe that our results would drop in approximately 10 labeled macro F 1 points, as in the results reported for CoNLL-2005 (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005) and CoNLL-2009. It is worth mentioning that before running bRol over the test set we deactivated the translation component, since the predicates and their corresponding arguments that would have been labeled as a consequence of the TC are not manually annotated in the test set. As a result, all of these would have been computed as fails although some might be correctly labeled by bRol.
Conclusions
We have presented the first fully automatic system to be developed for the parsing of syntactic and semantic dependencies in Basque. The evaluation measures we have used to evaluate our parser are the ones used in the CoNLL-2009 Shared Task, as we understand these to be the standard metrics used in order to evaluate these kind of applications. In addition, we have established a performance baseline for Basque and compared our results to the results reported for languages of different morphological and typological natures.
